Reade Long Range 200 Round Championship Program
$1000.00 in prize cash
Members of the Western Pa Cal. 30 League have opportunity to compete for a
season cash prize of at least $1000.00 by having the highest percentage
average with a minimum of 200 rounds fired out of 405 rounds in the season.
Rules: 1. MUST be a Western Pa Cal. 30 League member. Memberships will
be accepted after the start of the season. There will be a $5.00 fee to be placed
on the roll of the program.
2. ALL rounds fired during listed matches MUST be turned in and counted
toward average. Competitors may disallow a string, strings, or day of fire for
any reason ( load development, rifle break in, ammo burning exc. ) However
this must be done at check in and score cards will be marked disallowed
according to the competitors request. No strings or cards will be disallowed
after the commence of fire the day of the match. After a 200 round average is
reached and the competitor is satisfied with their percentage average they
may choose to disallow strings to watch other percentages, or they may
choose to continue fire to raise their percentage.
SCORE CARDS: All matches fired during the season are sanctioned with the
CMP and we will be using CMP score cards. ALL information on the score
cards must be fill out for CMP Classification purposes. All strings of fire will
have a limit of 10 sighter or less as shown on the CMP card.
3. Awards will be broken down as follows, Conventional Prone any sight /
Iron sight, ( minimum of 60 rounds Irons in the 200 rounds ) F-Class Open,
F-TR, and Palma. You will need to have fired a minimum of 200 rounds in
your respective class to be eligible for awards. Rifles shall be defined by class
according to specifications in the NRA rule book. Any Rifle, rule 3.2, /
Palma, rule 3.1.1 (a) (b). F-Class Rules, Open Rifle rule 3.4, (a) Target Rifle
rule 3.4 (b). Also all rules relating to F-Class rests rule 3.4.1 ( a 1 thru 8 ) and
( b 1 thru 6 )

4. Shooters may choose any combination of the listed matches to make up
their 200 round qualification.
Program dates:
1. April 10 60 rounds
2. May 1 60 rounds
3. May 15 60 rounds
4. June 5 60 rounds ( Regional )
5. June 6 40 rounds ( Regional )
6. July 17 65 rounds ( palma plus 20 )
7. Sept. 3 60 rounds ( LR State championship )
5. Members will receive a monthly email showing their place in the average
and a copy will be posted on the range stat board.
6. Signature_________________________________________ Paid $5.00_____
Email ______________________________________________
Classification________________________________________
Prone

Palma

F-Open

F-TR

